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Altamira 
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Manage your company 
training plan
Altamira Learning supports companies in the creation of their training plan, 
both from the educational as well as logistical and financial standpoints.

Create your course catalog
Create a rich catalog of courses for your personnel 

deliverable in person, online, or through blended 

learning. 

Each course can include two or more recurring 

sessions per year, allowing new hires and 

employees who need to develop specific skills to 

participate promptly.
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Plan your courses in detail
The fully customizable templates for the creation 

and management of courses allow companies to 

communicate a considerable amount of information. 

The start and end date, the course length, the 

deadline for registration, the institution or expert 

providing the training, and the total and per person 

cost are just some of the many customizable details 

available.
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Plan your class schedule
The course can be scheduled directly through the 

platform, as the user-friendly interface allows users 

to view and edit the calendar throughout the year. 

Once again, the level of details customizable on the 

platform is astonishing. 

Deliver content directly on the 
platform
Not all training courses are carried out in person, 

especially following the spread of hybrid work.

Altamira Learning enables companies to deliver their 

learning content directly on the platform with online 

learning. Several formats are supported, including 

video.
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Track attendance, exams, and evaluations
Altamira Learning allows companies to track course 

attendance and organize exams and evaluations to 

monitor each employee's advancement.

This way, the skills acquired are attributed only to 

those who have consistently attended the training 

and passed the final evaluation.



Develop your employees' 
skills
The main goal of a company's training program is 

to improve its employee development. Likewise, 

skill development is the starting point and core 

focus of the courses organized through Altamira 

Learning.

Each training aims to introduce or improve a 

particular skill, all while monitoring attendance 

and employees’ improvements.

Organize your data and 
generate reports
Our LMS lets you keep track of the costs and results 

of your company's training plan, as well as the skills 

acquired by your staff.

By the end of the year, you'll have all the necessary 

data and metrics to optimize and correct your 

learning programs.
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Comply with mandatory 
training
With our software, you can rest assured that all 

mandatory training that your company is required 

to provide has been successfully carried out.

Involve teachers and trainers
Altamira Learning is a cloud-based software with 

self-service access available to all employees. 

Internal and external trainers can also be granted 

partial access to the platform, significantly 

reducing the HR workload. Teachers will have 

access to their courses, where they'll be able 

to manage enrollment, track attendance, give 

evaluations, etc. 
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Manage employee information, documents, and processes 
with Altamira Employees

Recognize and reward merit with a digital employee 
evaluation system thanks to Altamira Performance

Organize the company’s vacation plan and speed up the 
vacation approval process with Altamira Leave Management

Manage working hours, shifts, clock-ins, and overtime with 
Altamira Attendance

Enhance Altamira Learning 
with the rest of the Altamira 
HRM Suite
Managing multiple HR processes with Altamira HRM Suite provides great 
benefits. You'll only need to create, store and protect one set of credentials 
that’ll give you access to a unified interface where you'll be able to generate 
all the reports you need.

Improve employer branding and hire the best talent with 
Altamira Recruiting
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Discover all the features of 
Altamira software
Easy and intuitive
The user experience is at the heart of our 

development process. As such, our platform is easy 

to navigate, even without training.

Fully customizable
The customization system allows you to replicate 

already established processes, adapting the 

platform to your specific needs.

Supports remote working
The Altamira Suite facilitates the management of 

remote and hybrid personnel.

Effortless integration
The Altamira HRM Suite is fully open and 

programmed for exchanging data with other 

business management software.

Safe and regulation compliant
The security of our platform is guaranteed by 

advanced technologies and established procedures.

Documented and well supported
As a partner in the digitalization of Human 

Resources, we support you in every step of the way 

with our Help Center full of practical guides.
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Altamira S.r.l.

Via Giovanni Marradi 1
Milan, Italy

At your side in the 
digitalization of the HR 
processes
We are an Italian company supporting enterprises in digitalizing 
their processes since 1999. Our software suite has already 
been adopted by companies across all sectors, mainly in Italy, 
Spain, and Switzerland.

Contact us for a free demonstration of our products.

Our solutions are trusted by the HR departments of...

Tel. 39 02 48 100 463
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